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The estimated 50,000 people who braved Moscow’s rainy weather on Saturday to support
opposition politicians barred from a local election and protesters arrested on charges of
“mass unrest” last month were largely young adults who see themselves as ordinary people, a
survey has said.

Russian state television has branded participants of the latest authorized gathering as “bums,
gypsies and outsiders.” A survey of every seventh participant, or a total of 306 people, at the
security gates on Saturday aimed to “dispel persistent myths” surrounding the typical
protester in this summer’s opposition rallies.

Related article: Nearly 50,000 Protest for Fair Elections in Moscow

Half of the respondents who attended Saturday’s protest said they were younger than 33,
according to the survey. Eighty percent of respondents said that they permanently reside in
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Moscow, while another 17% said they live in the Moscow region.

“These figures show that these aren’t ‘intruders’ or school kids,” the authors, political
scientist Alexei Zakharov and anthropologist Alexandra Arkhipova, wrote in Russia’s
Vedomosti business daily Sunday. 

A majority, or 54%, of respondents said they perceived themselves as “ordinary people,”
while 36% of respondents said “there are few people like me.”

“Most participants don’t think of themselves as freaks or black sheep,” the authors wrote.

Described as one of Russia’s largest protests in eight years, the two-hour authorized event
was followed by more than 200 detentions near the presidential administration building in
central Moscow. Throughout this summer, Moscow police have detained more than
2,500 people, sometimes violently, at unauthorized rallies protesting the candidates'
exclusion.

More than three-quarters of respondents Saturday said they would “definitely” take to the
streets again with similar demands. A majority (55%) said it was important that the
authorities issue permits for the next rally, while 43% said it didn’t matter.

These figures show that the authorities' efforts to prevent unauthorized protests by exerting
heavy police crackdown are “limited” in their effectiveness, the survey’s authors wrote.
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